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Endurance® Large Cube Ice Tray
Keep drinks chilled longer without over diluting. 
Stainless steel retro-style tray will not absorb odors 
and will keep the ice tasting fresh and clean.  
Perfect for scotch and whiskey but also for  
freezing broth, fruit juice or herb-infused cubes.  
6 large cubes, approximately 1-1/2" x 2". Tray 
measures 7-1/4" x 5" x 2-1/2". Dishwasher safe 
18/8 stainless steel. Sold in a color box.  
#ICE-6  UPC 053796 108788  

 
Paper Straws!
Compostable paper straws are ideal for parties, 
camping, backyard cookouts, or even tucked into 
lunch boxes. Can be used in both cold or hot  
beverages and are made with food safe ink and 
FSC paper. Simply toss away, guilt free, because 
they're biodegradable! Pack of 100, 25/each color. 
7-3/4" long. Sold in a polybag with header card. 
#PS-100D Dots  UPC 053796 406334
#PS-100M Metallics  UPC 053796 406310 
#PS-100S Stripes UPC 053796 406327
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Bamboo Flatware: Forks, Knives, Spoons, and 
Spreaders
Say “goodbye” to plastic utensils! These 100% natural bamboo 
utensils are Eco-friendly, biodegradable, and durable enough to 
be reused after washing. Ideal for use at parties, picnics, backyard 
cookouts, camping, or lunch boxes. Wash with warm, soapy water 
and dry. 
Spreaders (sold only in a CDU/48 pcs.) 
#BCS-DD Spreader, 5-1/2" overall.  UPC 053796 406242   
 
Forks (12 pack polybag w/header and CDU/48 pcs.)
#BFK-12 Fork, 6-1/2" overall. UPC 053796 406297  
#BFK-DD Fork, 6-1/2" overall. UPC 053796 406266  
 
Knives (12 pack polybag w/header and CDU/48 pcs.)
#BKN-12 Knife, 6-1/4" overall. UPC 053796 406280 
#BKN-DD Knife, 6-1/4" overall. UPC 053796 406259 
 
Spoons (12 pack polybag w/header and CDU/48 pcs.) 
#BSP-12 Spoon, 6-1/4" overall. UPC 053796 406303 
#BSP-DD Spoon, 6-1/4" overall. UPC 053796 406273 

Silicone Drain Stopper
Fun and colorful silicone drain stopper creates a strong water-tight 
seal for kitchen and utility sinks. Safe for water temperatures up to 
500°F/260°C. 5-3/4" x 5-3/4". Sold on a color card.  
#BLOOM- G Green  UPC 05796 406235
#BLOOM- O Orange  UPC 05796 406228 
#BLOOM- Y Yellow  UPC 05796 406211

Endurance® 10-1/2" Long Drink Straws Set/4
Designed for use with sports bottle and travel mugs, but classy in 
craft cocktails too. These reusable stainless steel straws reduce 
waste and save money. Straws measure 10-1/2" and are made 
from dishwasher safe 18/8 stainless steel. We recommend a straw 
brush for thorough inside cleaning. Sold on a color card.  
#SIP-105  UPC 053796 108849   

 
Endurance® Sink Tray
Keep the kitchen sponge, dish brush, or soap, tidy and convenient 
near the sink using this tray.  Water and soap will drain through the 
tray insert with holes allowing sponges and brushes to dry between 
use. The insert tray is easily removed for cleaning. Tray measures 
9-3/4" x 4-3/4" x 3/4" H. Made from dishwasher safe 18/8 stainless 
steel. Sold with a color sleeve. #SS-TRY  UPC 053796 108795
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Ceramic Salt Box with Bamboo Lid
Keep salt, seasoning, or sugar close by and accessible with this 
white stoneware salt box. The 1-1/4 cup capacity box is conve-
nient near the stove but the handle makes it easy to carry to the 
table if needed. The hinged bamboo lid keeps the contents dry and 
free of debris. Measures 3-1/4" x 4-1/2" x 3-1/4" H. Sold in a color 
box. #SALT-W  UPC 053796 406426   

Endurance® 14" Spring Skewers Set/4
Grill a combination of vegetables, meats, and poultry 
using these 14" long skewers with spring style handles. 
The spring helps to diffuse heat for an easier grip and 
lasting durability. Dishwasher safe 18/8 stainless steel. 
Sold on a color card. #SKEW-14  UPC 053796 108801   

 
Silicone Bottle Brush
This long handled silicone bristled brush is ideal for 
cleaning sports bottles or baby bottles, jars with narrow 
openings, or fragile decanters. The long handle accesses 
hard to reach areas, while the soft silicone bristles scrub 
away dirt and grime without damaging delicate surfaces. 
Made of BPA-free silicone. Measures 12-1/2" overall. 
Dishwasher safe. Sold on a color card.  
#H2O-TQ  UPC 053796 405962   

Oil and Dressing 
Dispenser
Keep oil, vinegar, prepared 
salad dressing, or pancake 
syrup in this convenient and 
easy-to-pour dispenser. Clear 
glass bottle with 1-1/4 cup/ 
300 ml. capacity. The spout 
opens automatically when the 
dispenser is tipped for easy 
and smooth pouring. Dish-
washer safe on top rack.  
Sold in a color box.  
#OIL-W UPC 053796 406402   

Endurance® Laundry Magnet
Use this handy magnet to identify all the important laundry  
symbols used on clothing and textile care labels. Constructed of 
stainless steel, it has a strong magnetic backing for convenient 
placement on a washing machine or dryer. Measures 5-1/2" x 
3-1/4". Sold on a color card. #L-MAG  UPC 053796 108825
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Endurance® Asparagus Tongs
Ideal for serving fresh asparagus or other cooked vegetables. 
These 8" long tongs are made from dishwasher safe stainless steel 
with comfortable, clear acrylic handle inserts. Sold with a hang tag.  
#A-TNG  UPC 053796 108771  

Endurance®  
Angled Slotted Spatula
Use this silicone edged slotted spatula 
to easily flip and maneuver delicate 
foods such as fish and eggs. The 
angled shape makes it easy to slide 
under food and the slots allow draining. 
Heat safe up to 450°F/250°C. 11-1/4" 
overall length. Dishwasher safe stainless 
steel. Sold with a hang tag.  
#SLOT-SG  UPC 053796 108832   

Silicone Basting Brush
Soft silicone bristles gently spread glazes, sauces, melted  
butter, and egg whites with ease. Durable and easy to clean.  
8-3/4" overall length. Heat safe up to 425°F/ 220°C.  
Dishwasher safe. Sold with a color sleeve.  
#EBB-GR  Green  UPC 053796 406372 
#EBB-RD  Red  UPC 053796 406389 
#EBB-TQ  Turquoise  UPC 053796 406396

Silicone Fork
Great for mixing ingredients, mashing food, or scrambling eggs 
right in the pan. The large size also makes it ideal for turning meats 
or serving vegetables. 11" overall length. Heat safe up to 425°F/ 
220°C. Dishwasher safe. Sold with a color sleeve.  
#EFF-GR  Green  UPC 053796 406365 
#EFF-RD  Red  UPC 053796 406358 
#EFF-TQ  Turquoise  UPC 053796 406341
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